Susceptibility of two-dimensional resonance Raman spectroscopies to cascades involving solute and solvent molecules.
Two-dimensional resonance Raman (2DRR) spectroscopies have been used to investigate the structural heterogeneity of ensembles and chemical reaction mechanisms in recent years. Our previous work suggests that the intensities of artifacts may be comparable to the desired 2DRR response for some chemical systems and experimental approaches. In a type of artifact known as a "cascade," the four-wave mixing signal field radiated by one molecule induces a four-wave mixing process in a second molecule. We consider the susceptibility of 2DRR spectroscopy to various types of signal cascades in the present work. Calculations are conducted using empirical parameters obtained for a molecule with an intramolecular charge-transfer transition in acetonitrile. For a fully impulsive pulse sequence, it is shown that "parallel" cascades involving two solute molecules are generally more intense than that of the desired 2DRR response when the solute's mode displacements are 1.0 or less. In addition, we find that the magnitudes of parallel cascades involving both solute and solvent molecules (i.e., a solute-solvent cascade) may exceed that of the 2DRR response when the solute possesses small mode displacements. It is tempting to assume that solute-solvent cascades possess negligible intensities because the off-resonant Raman cross sections of solvents are usually 4-6 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the electronically resonant solute; however, the present calculations show that the difference in solute and solvent concentrations can fully compensate for the difference in Raman cross sections under common experimental conditions. Implications for control experiments and alternate approaches for 2DRR spectroscopy are discussed.